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Unica | Range and Mission

DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP
The perfect complement to Unica mirrors 
and console tables
Design: Cantoni

The high chairs from the ‘Unica’ range are the fruit of 

innovation, design and Italian craftsmanship, combining a warm 

and traditional material such as wood with a structure 

of innovative design in satin finished aluminium.

Chairs

The soft, functional lines, technical characteristics and materials of 

the Morgana and Astrea chairs complete the Unica by Cantoni range 

of mirrors perfectly.
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ANTI-TIP STRUCTURE

The Astrea and Morgana chairs are anti-tip and offer a high degree of 

stability thanks to the design of the base and the entire system of weights 

and counter-weights.

The safety of these chairs makes them suitable for use in retail spaces open to the 

public.

They complement the Unica range of lighted mirrors perfectly, making an elegant 

addition to both modern and traditional environments, creating elegant and 

professional beauty consoles.

Unica | Anti-tipChairs
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MORGANA 
S105
High armchair in aluminium and wood
Design: Cantoni

Chair with an innovative and original design.

The sleek anti-tip frame in anodized aluminium is enhanced by 

solid wood armrests with exposed wood grain details.

Carefully crafted, with attention to every detail, it is solid 

and stable.

Morgana is foldable and requires a minimal amount of storage space.

Unica | MorganaChairs
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. Structure in anodized aluminium

. Ash wood armrests

. Padded seat and back

. Upholstered in imitation leather (phthalates-free PVC) 

. Folding, anti-tip structure

. Non-slip, one-piece, integrated footrest

Unica | Morgana

MH03 mirror 700 X 1020 mm 
Grimilde console table in whitened beech

Morgana S105 chair in anodized aluminium, 
seat and back in white imitation leather
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ASTREA
S104
The evolution of the make-up chair
Design: Cantoni

The Astrea model represents an evolution in folding, wooden, 

make-up chairs.

Created based on the experience acquired by Cantoni in the 

world of professional beauty, this high armchair in lacquered 

beech has a comfortable seat and an ergonomic and anti-tip 

design.

The absence of armrests and high seating position makes it 

comfortable and safe for any user.

This chair is handcrafted by master Italian joiners and 

is distinguished by great attention to detail and high-quality 

finishes.

Unica | AstreaChairs
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Unica | Astrea

. Structure in lacquered beech

. Padded seat and back

. Upholstered in imitation leather (phthalates-free PVC)  

. Folding, anti-tip structure

. Non-slip, one-piece, integrated footrest

MDE505 mirror 700 X 1020 mm Stand Alone

Astrea S104 chair in white lacquered beech with 
seat and back in white imitation leather
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Unica | DimensionsChairs
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ASTREA 
Maximum dimensions when open: 
560 x 520 x 1050 mm

ASTREA 
Minimum dimensions 
when closed: 560 x 150 x 1170 mm

MORGANA 
Maximum dimensions when open: 
630 x 515 x 1050 mm

MORGANA 
Minimum dimensions when closed: 
630 x 150 x 1295 mm

Complies with the essential requirements of the EU directive 2001/95/CE concerning general safety applicable to the product. In addition, the object of the 
aforementioned declaration complies with the relevant EU harmonisation legislation.



Structure
Matt chemical silver 
anodized aluminium

Unica | Finishes

Structure
Matt chemical silver 
anodized aluminium

Standard structure 
Black lacquered beech 

Cantoni will assess feasibility, methods, costs and times for the customisation of products on a case-by-case basis.

Non-standard structure
White lacquered beech
for minimum quantities

Armrests
Black stained ash 

Seat and back
Tech black

Armrests
Whitened ash

Seat and back
Tech white

Non-standard seat and back
Tech white
for minimum quantities

Seat and back 
Tech black

Other colours for armrests and upholstery: min. order to be assessed for each project

Chairs

MORGANA - S105

MORGANA - S105.A MORGANA - S105.A.B

PVC completely free from phthalates
Flammability: MVSS 302
Fire resistant Class 1

ASTREA - S104.BASTREA - S104

MADE IN ITALY
Other colours for armrests and upholstery: min. order to be assessed for each project
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All of Cantoni’s products are made in Italy using carefully selected materials.

Every product is the result of attentive research to achieve the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
Our trademark guarantees the authenticity of every product manufactured by Cantoni.

We are at your complete disposal to answer any requests or queries in relation to our products.
Our technical department is also available to work on customised projects.

N.B.
Cantoni reserves the right to change the products available as standard for technical or commercial reasons at any time. 
Deliveries will be made from our premises in San Marino..

Unica | QualityChairs

associated
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©cantoni2017                                                                                               

CANTONI TRADING SRL

Headquarters and Showroom

Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino

Tel. +378 0549 977527 - Fax +378 0549 876501

info@lineaunica.com

www.lineaunica.com
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